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Dare credito alle donne
2012

this book examines property legislation and the actual position of women in receiving holding and passing on family property as
daughters wives and as widows throughout history traditionally the prevailing view has been that women have been
disadvantaged in the distribution of property and therefore less interesting as objects of study this volume challenges this view
and explores the securing of property for families or for individuals through transfers in the shape of dowries marriage contracts
wills and other arrangements as well as how women used and distributed the property they were holding the scope of the volume
is both urban and rural analysing the position of women in relation to family property through contributions from a wide
geographic area the chapters investigate the situation in southern and northern europe across the atlantic and africa throughout
the 18th to the 20th century this volume will be of value to academics undergraduates postgraduates and scholars interested in
gender and history and social history

Women and Family Property
2024-02-01

this book offers a comparative perspective on northern and southern european laws and customs concerning women s property
and economic rights by focusing on both northern and southern european societies these studies analyse the consequences of
different juridical frameworks and norms on the development of the economic roles of men and women this volume is divided
into three parts the first laws presents general outlines related to some european regions the second family strategies or marital
economies questions the potential conflict between the economic interests of the married couple and those of the lineage within
the nobility finally the third part of the book inside the urban economy focuses on economic and work activities of middle and
lower classes in the urban environment the assorted and rich panorama offered by the history of the legislation on women s
economic rights shows that similarities and differences run through europe in such a way that the north south model looks very
stereotyped while this approach calls into question classical geographical and cultural maps and well established chronologies it
encourages a reconsideration of european history according to a cross boundaries perspective by drawing on a wide range of
social economic and cultural european contexts from the late medieval to early modern age to the nineteenth century and
including the middle and lower classes especially artisans merchants and traders as well as the economic practices and norms of
the upper middle class and aristocracy this book will be of interest to economic and social historians sociologists of health gender
and sexuality and economists
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Gender, Law and Economic Well-Being in Europe from the Fifteenth to the
Nineteenth Century
2018-07-04

this book explores the complexity of preaching as a phenomenon in the medieval jewish christian encounter this was not only an
encounter as physical meeting or confrontation such as the forced attendance of jews at christian sermons that took place across
europe but also an imaginary or theological encounter in which jews remained a figure from a distant constructed time and place
who served only to underline and verify christian teachings contributors also explore the jewish response to christian anti jewish
preaching in their own preaching and religious instruction

The Jewish-Christian Encounter in Medieval Preaching
2014-10-03

focusing on forms of interaction and methods of negotiation in multicultural multi ethnic and multilingual contexts during
antiquity and the middle ages this volume examines questions of social and cultural interaction within and between diverse
ethnic communities toleration and coexistence were essential in all late antique and medieval societies and their communities
however power struggles and prejudices could give rise to suspicion conflict and violence all of these had a central influence on
social dynamics negotiations of collective or individual identity definitions of ethnicity and the shaping of legal rules what was the
function of multicultural and multilingual interaction did it create and increase conflicts or was it rather a prerequisite for survival
and prosperity the focus of this book is society and the history of everyday life examining gender status and ethnicity and the
various forms of interaction and negotiation

Negotiation, Collaboration and Conflict in Ancient and Medieval
Communities
2022-03-28

getting divorced and remarried are now common practices in european societies even if the rules differ from one country to the
next civil marriage law still echoes religious marriage law which for centuries determined which persons could enter into marriage
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with each other and how validly contracted marriages could be ended religions and denominations also had different regulations
regarding whether a divorce only ended marital obligations or also permitted remarriage during the lifetime of the divorced
spouse this book deals with predominantly handwritten documents of divorce proceedings from the british isles to western
central and southeastern europe and from 1600 to the 1930s the praxeological analysis reveals the arguments and strategies put
forward to obtain or prevent divorce as well as the social and above all economic conditions and arrangements connected with
divorce the contributions break new ground by combining previously often separate fields of research and regions of investigation
it makes clear that the gender order doesn t always run along religious lines as was too often assumed this book will be of
interest to all scholars and students of economic social religious cultural legal and gender history as well as gender and well
being in a broader sense

Gender and Divorce in Europe: 1600 – 1900
2023-08-18

family was a central feature of social life in italian cities this wide ranging volume explores patrimony in legal thought and how
family property was inherited managed and shared legally and its central role in renaissance italy

Patrimony and Law in Renaissance Italy
2022-03-03

quantitative studies of the renaissance florentine economy and society is a collection of nine quantitative studies probing aspects
of renaissance florentine economy and society the collection organized by topic source material and analysis methods discusses
risk and return specifically the population s responses to the plague and also the measurement of interest rates the work
analyzes the population s wealth distribution the impact of taxes and subsidies on art and architecture the level of neighborhood
segregation and the accumulation of wealth additionally this study assesses the competitiveness of florentine markets and the
level of monopoly power the nature of women s work and the impact of business risk on the organization of industrial production

Alfabeto Christiano
1861
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the sacred home in renaissance italy explores the rich devotional life of the italian household between 1450 and 1600 rejecting
the enduring stereotype of the renaissance as a secular age this interdisciplinary study reveals the home to have been an
important site of spiritual revitalization books buildings objects spaces images and archival sources are scrutinized to cast new
light on the many ways in which religion infused daily life within the household acts of devotion from routine prayers to
extraordinary religious experiences such as miracles and visions frequently took place at home amid the joys and trials of
domestic life from childbirth and marriage to sickness and death breaking free from the usual focus on venice florence and rome
the sacred home investigates practices of piety across the italian peninsula with particular attention paid to the city of naples the
marche and the venetian mainland it also looks beyond the elite to consider artisanal and lower status households and reveals
gender and age as factors that powerfully conditioned religious experience recovering a host of lost voices and compelling
narratives at the intersection between the divine and the everyday the sacred home offers unprecedented glimpses through the
keyhole into the spiritual lives of renaissance italians

Alfabeto Christiano by Juan de Valdes, a Faithful Reprint of the Italian of
1546 with Modern Translations in Spanish and in English
1861

this volume offers a cross period 14th 19th century european comparison of different property regimes brought into conversation
with inheritance patterns and resulting gender specific negotiations and conflicts

Alphabeto christiano
1861

this wide ranging theme takes braudel s concept of the mediterranean as its starting point braudel s vision of an enclosed sea as
a geographical opportunity for economic integration between nations with different religions languages and ethnicities and
political bodies still functions as a model for studies on a wide range of contexts the goal of the 50th study week was to go
beyond the study of individual systems in isolation and to combine instead different analysis of open and enclosed seas or coastal
areas in order to understand the integration role played by maritime connections in europe since in pre industrial civilizations
water transport was easier than land transport the time has come to bring attention to the way these relationship networks
operated both on a european level and with asian and north african trade partners this volume starts from the great research
traditions which have however rarely been integrated on a larger and continental scale and analyses them on either a regional or
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thematic basis immanuel wallerstein has developed braudel s concept by conceptualising its intercultural and transnational
dimensions and its role in the system of labour he called it a world system not because it involves the whole world but because it
is larger than any legally defined political unit and it is a world economy because the base link between the different parts of the
system has an economic nature the various regional research aspects and traditions have been linked together in a coherent
approach which aims at evaluating what geographical nautical technical economic legal social and cultural elements influenced
the emergence of the various regional networks and how these worked the nature and role of seaports as nodal points of sea
routes and of their hinterland through rivers canals and roads the commercial and personal ties between merchants and
shipowners in various ports how regional networks connected with each other and how over time they ended up integrating into
larger units how private networks initially between merchant and seafarer organizations ended up dealing with local authorities
and after their growth with states and empires in order to protect their interests

Quantitative Studies of the Renaissance Florentine Economy and Society
2017-01-02

introduction expulsion jews and usury trajectories of christian thought and practice inventing expulsion in england 1154 1272
inventing expulsion in france 1144 1270 canonizing expulsion the second council of lyon 1274 disseminating expulsion synods
summas and sermons emulating expulsion england and france 1274 1306 ignoring expulsion episcopal evasion and papal
inaction 1274 1400 expanding and impeding expulsion jews usury and canon law 1300 1492 conclusion

The Sacred Home in Renaissance Italy
2018-07-12

the study of the textile sector has always been central to economic history from reconstructions of the dynamic growth in the
medieval wool industry to the rise of silk and light and mixed fabrics in the modern era to the driving role of cotton in the
industrialisation process although the dynamics of textile manufacturing are closely linked to the transformations of fashion
economic history has long neglected its role as a factor in economic change treating it primarily as a kind of exogenous catalyst
this book makes a decisive contribution to the understanding of a fundamental transformation the consequences of which are
projected into contemporary society but which matured in pre industrial times the advent of fashion
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Negotiations of Gender and Property through Legal Regimes (14th-19th
Century)
2021-04-26

between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries in europe not all women fit the stereotype of passive housewife and mother many led
bold and dynamic lives in this collection of historical portraits maria teresa brolis tells the fascinating tales of fashion icons art
clients businesswomen saints healers lovers and pilgrims both famous and little known who challenge conventional
understandings of the medieval female experience drawing on evidence from literary works and archival documents that include
letters chronicles trials testimonials notary registers contracts and wills brolis pieces together an intricate overview of sixteen
women s lives with zest and compassion she describes the mysterious visionary hildegard of bingen the cultured heloisa the
powerful eleanor of aquitaine saint clare of assisi the rebel joan of arc as well as lesser known women such as flora the penitent
moneylender bettina the healer and belfiore the pilgrim among others following the trajectories and divergences of their lives
from wealth to poverty from conjugal love to the love of community from the bedroom to life on the streets of paris london mainz
rome and bergamo each portrait offers a riveting glimpse into the often complex and surprising world of the medieval woman
combining the rigour of research with the thrill and empathy of narrative stories of women in the middle ages is a provocative
investigation into the biographies of sixteen incredible medieval heroines

RETI MARITTIME COME FATTORI DELL’INTEGRAZIONE EUROPEA MARITIME
NETWORKS AS A FACTOR IN EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
2019

in living under the evil pope martina mampieri presents the hebrew chronicle of pope paul iv written in the second half of the
sixteenth century by the italian jewish moneylender benjamin neḥemiah ben elnathan alias guglielmo di diodato from civitanova
marche
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in marriage dowry and citizenship in late medieval and renaissance italy kirshner collects nine important essays which address
the socio legal history of women in florence and the cities of northern and central italy

No Return
2023-01-10

this volume brings together a selection of the papers on the theme of the papacy and the crusades delivered at the 7th congress
of the society for the study of the crusades and the latin east after the introduction by michel balard the first papers examine
aspects of crusader terminology the next section deals with events and perceptions in the west including papers on the crusades
against the albigensians and frederick ii and on the situation in the iberian peninsula there follow studies on relations between
crusaders and the local populations in the byzantine world after 1204 and frankish greece and in cilician armenia while a final
pair looks at papal interventions in poland and scandinavia

La moda come motore economico: innovazione di processo e prodotto,
nuove strategie commerciali, comportamento dei consumatori / Fashion as
an economic engine: process and product innovation, commercial strategies,
consumer behavior
2022-05-03

this volume brings together major scholars in medieval franciscan history hagiography and art to commemorate dr rosalind b
brooke s 1925 2014 life and scholarly achievement especially in the study of st francis of assisi and his followers

Stories of Women in the Middle Ages
2018-12-03

this book examines the opportunities opened up for financial cooperatives by the recent financial crisis and explores the role of
these institutions in promoting and sustaining local development the global financial crisis has not only shown the limits of the
mainstream theory of markets and rational expectations but has also generated a great deal of disillusionment with the banking
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system and underlined the importance of a healthy society for the welfare of the individual consequently new and innovative
ways of providing finance are needed especially for strengthening the development of local societies

Living under the Evil Pope
2019-11-26

assicurare la continuità aziendale sospendere alcuni adempimenti fiscali a carico di imprese e professionisti e fornire poteri
speciali ai settori di rilevanza strategica e di giustizia sono i capisaldi della strategia di governo per sostenere tutti i soggetti
colpiti dall emergenza sanitaria la guida di italiaoggi credito alle imprese analizza e commenta tutte le misure del decreto legge 8
aprile 2020 n 23 cd decreto liquidità a sostegno di imprese e professionisti tra i principali provvedimenti prestiti automatici alle
pmi fino a 25 mila credito garantito fino al 90 per 200 mld bilanci continuità aziendale sterilizzata il coronavirus blocca tutti i
fallimenti il codice della crisi slitta a settembre 2021 enti no profit sospesi gli adempimenti

Sarebbe stato bello se....
1836

the recent era of economic turbulence has generated a growing enthusiasm for an increase in new and original economic insights
based around the concepts of reciprocity and social enterprise this stimulating and thought provoking handbook not only
encourages and supports this growth but also emphasises and expands upon new topics and issues within the economics
discourse original contributions from key international experts acknowledge and illustrate that markets and firms can be civilizing
forces when and if they are understood as expressions of cooperation and civil virtues they provide an illuminating discourse on a
wide range of topics including reciprocity gifts and the civil economy which are especially relevant in times of crisis for financial
capitalism the handbook questions the current phase of the market economy that arises from a state of anthropological
pessimism such anthropological cynicism is one of the foundations of the contemporary economic system that is challenged by
the contributors this highly original and interdisciplinary handbook will provide a fascinating read for academics researchers and
students across a wide range of fields including economics public sector economics public policy and social policy
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Frasologia Italiana. Seconda edizione ridotta in Dizionario grammaticale e
delle Italiane eleganze, etc
2015-01-01

a companion to medieval genoa introduces recent scholarship on the vibrant and source rich medieval history of genoa with
thematic chapters positioning the city and its people within the broader history of italy and the mediterranean ca 1100 1500

Marriage, Dowry, and Citizenship in Late Medieval and Renaissance Italy
2016-04-22

il delitto aveva occupato un trafiletto nei giornali cittadini e nessuno si era presentato a chiedere ragguagli sul progredire delle
indagini giovane ucciso durante una rapina era una di quelle notizie così frequenti che la gente quasi non ci faceva caso i
giornalisti vi dedicavano le solite cinque righe come studenti svogliati che presentano sempre lo stesso compito a un professore
che non ha l abitudine di correggerli adesso però era saltato fuori un diamante un diamante da un milione di dollari e i
professionisti dell informazione erano accorsi in massa con un milione di dollari addosso anche la morte sembra un altra la
tranquillità di una cittadina del middle west americano è turbata dal ritrovamento di alcuni eccezionali diamanti e da un
misterioso delitto ha inizio in questo modo una storia destinata a evolversi in maniera imprevedibile sulla parodia del genere
catastrofista l autore costruisce un esempio perfettamente riuscito di romanzo distopico offrendoci una desolata riflessione sulla
società contemporanea insieme a il sogno del prete e le maschere diamanti compone la trilogia le favole tre romanzi del tutto
autonomi ma accomunati dalla medesima ispirazione e dall impianto visionario

La Papauté et les croisades / The Papacy and the Crusades
2022-03-16

a companion to medieval and renaissance bologna offers a broad panorama of essays that illuminate the distinctive features of
the city and its transition from independent medieval commune to second largest city of the renaissance papal state
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Testimony, Narrative and Image: Studies in Medieval and Franciscan
History, Hagiography and Art in Memory of Rosalind B. Brooke
2013-05-02

in the last decades women s role in the workforce has dramatically changed though gender inequality persists and for women
gender identity still prevails over work identity it is important not to forget or diminish the historical role of women in the labour
market though and this book proposes a critical overview of the most recent historical research on women s roles in economic
urban activities covering a wide area of early modern europe from portugal to poland and from scandinavia to the mediterranean
bellavitis presents an overview of the economic rights of women property inheritance management of their wealth access to the
guilds access to education and assesses the evolution of female work in different urban contexts

Financial Cooperatives and Local Development
2020-04-14

Credito alle imprese
2013-01-01

Handbook on the Economics of Philanthropy, Reciprocity and Social
Enterprise
2018-03-12
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A Companion to Medieval Genoa
2013-09-09

Diamanti
2017-11-20

A Companion to Medieval and Renaissance Bologna
1862

Del credito fondiario e del credito agricolo in Francia ed in Italia
1862

Del Credito Fondiario e del Credito Agricolo in Francia ed in Italia, cenni e
considerazioni. (Allegati.).
2018-10-09

Women’s Work and Rights in Early Modern Urban Europe
1853
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